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Is the ETF bubble finally going to burst?
- The ETF industry has yet to undergo its first major test in a bear market. What happens
when everyone exits through the same door at the same time?
- Michael Burry of the “The Big Short” says index funds are a massive bubble, likening them to
the collateralised debt obligations (CDO) that he shorted before the global financial crisis in
2008.
- If massive capital inflows into index funds were the key driver of stock and bond
performance over the past decade, the reverse will exacerbate the current sell-off. Bloomberg
data which tracks ETF flows show that there is still significant room for more ETF outflows
from equities.

US-focused equities ETF outflow still minimal. According to Bloomberg data tracking ETF fund
flows, there has only been US$2.5bn net outflow from US-focused equity ETFs over the past month.
This only represents less than 5% of the total net inflows over the last three months.
Still more room for downside when fund redemption accelerates. With the ongoing COVID-19
and renewed oil price war, fund outflows could exacerbate and trigger further selling pressure, which
would lead to indiscriminate selling of index stocks.

Figure 1: Fund inflows into US ETFs are still positive year-to-date, which means more
room for stocks to fall when fund redemption increases.

Source: Bloomberg, KGI Research
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